Comexistrengthens its position in the Russian market
with a new strategic agreement with Polyprint

Comexi, a specialist providing flexible packaging industry solutions, continues to strengthen its
position in the Russian market. The group closed for the first time a new strategic agreement
with the local supplier Polyprint, therefore reasserting its growing implementation in southern
Russia.

Trough this collaboration, Polyprint purchased a Comexi F2MC flexographic press that will be
located in its facilities in Krasnodar, in the South of the country. This new press will increase
Polyprint’s print capacity and capabilities.
Comexi’s CEO Jeroen van der Meer stressed that the agreement means, “to expand Comexi’s
market share in the Russian market and to offer our innovative solutions for new flexible
packaging suppliers”.
The agreement with Polyprint reaffirms Comexi’s implementation in the Krasnodar area, with
four machines sold this last year. In addition to this F2MC press, last March the group installed
in Rosgrand a Comexi F2MB flexographic press and in June a deal was closed with
Kubrotopack for the acquisition of a 10 colour Comexi F2MC flexographic press and a Comexi
Dual laminator.

Comexi F2MC

The Comexi F2MC press has been designed to satisfy the printing needs of medium and long
runs in the flexible packaging field for the retail and wholesale channel. The Comexi F2MC
shares ergonomic and accessibility advances developed in F4 and F2 presses, as well as
performance and robustness of the rest of F2 range.

The Comexi F2MC allows print width from 870 mm to 1270 mm, in 8 and 10 colours and
maximum repeats of 800mm. It includes the most advanced electronic systems to get the best
quality print even at high speeds and printing on different substrates from plastic film to paper or
laminated films.

About Comexi - http://www.comexi.com

Comexi has extensive experience in manufacturing equipment for the flexible packaging
conversion industry. World leader, git runs five product lines, each specialised in a different
conversion process: flexography printing, offset printing, rotogravure printing, laminating, slitting
and logistic complements.

Comexi includes the ManelXifraBoada Technological Centre where the company provides
support and transfers its knowledge to the various groups involved in the flexible printing
industry process. The company has more than 36,000 sqm. distributed over three production
centres in Riudellots de la Selva (Girona, Spain), Brazil and Italy. Furthermore, its widespread
sales network extends to more than 100 countries, providing an answer to all its client’s needs.
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